What is the latest discovery in your ocean science research? Would you like assistance producing a short 2-3 minute creative video that brings ocean literacy to life? COSEE Florida is inviting scientists of all career stages to participate in the new Water as Habitat Video Series that brings ocean research to virtual audiences. Your latest research will be featured in one of the Water as Habitat’s 15 episodes and widely displayed on COSEE Florida’s website and social media.

The best part, you don’t have to do this alone! Your episode will be produced in collaboration with COSEE Florida’s Digital Media Specialist at no cost to you! The dynamic partnership will include learning the productions skills necessary to bring your ocean research to life through an engaging video. Some of the many benefits will include a 1-day on-location filming, the development of a creative storyboard to frame your research, review of your video before it’s featured on COSEE Florida’s website and social media, while learning how to capture your research effectively through video.

This is a fantastic opportunity for scientists to create a defining video using your ocean research, while connecting its impact to an increasing virtual audience through COSEE Florida’s Water as Habitat Video Series! For more information or to participate, please contact Ashley Luke at aluke@teamorca.org.
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